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President’s Thoughts 
By Billy J. Mathis, FCSI, CDT 

Well, here we are again.  The latest Covid 19 Variant is waning, and most people are waiting for the next 
variant to show it ugly face so we can ramp up again.  I am hoping that we are through reacting and finally 
getting a little ahead of the curve on this next one.  In keeping with my desire to stay positive and moving 
forward, I will remind you again of the known upcoming events. 

March 18, 2022 – Gulf States Region Planning Meeting.  This year this meeting will be conducted virtually 
due to Covid concerns.  This meeting is where the Gulf States Region leadership sets the plan for the 
upcoming fiscal year.  Only the Chapter President and any Region Committee Members need to attend this 
meeting, however, if you are interested, there is openings for regular members to attend. 

April 22, 2022 – Little Rock Chapter Annual Golf Tournament at the Country Club of Arkansas, Maumelle, 
Arkansas.  This tournament is vital to the continued operation of the Little Rock Chapter as it is our only fund
-raising opportunity for the year.  The funds raised from this event goes to replenish our Scholarship Fund 
and the remainder is used to fund Member travel to the Gulf States Region Conference and the CSI 
National Event. 

June 2022 – Gulf States Region Conference.  This year the Gulf States Region Conference is being held in Nashville, Tennessee.  We 
are hoping for a good attendance in order to make this conference successful not only for the Region but to support the Host Chapter 
as well.  It takes a lot to put one of these on and we need to show our support for them by attending. 

October 13-4, 2022 – CSI National Conference.  This year the National Conference (not CONSTRUCT) is being held in Denver, 
Colorado at the Hyatt Regency Hotel Downtown.  The company that handles CONSTRUCT is not conducting an annual convention this 
year (again) and so CSI is holding an annual conference similar to the one held in Nashville last year.  As with the Nashville Event, 
there will be a limited number of people allowed to attend, not because of Covid but because of the event hotel limitations.  Information 
is coming soon and if you are interested in attending, as soon as the event is opened up you need to sign up. 

As you can see, there is a lot going on and a lot of ways for you to participate and maybe even learn a few things.  Leadership, 
mentorship, and education are some of the key pillars of CSI and something that can not only be applied to your CSI Membership but 
your professional life as well.  Leadership is a key element of advancement and learning how to be a good leader is one of the primary 
educational goals of CSI and the Little Rock Chapter.  Mentorship is a skill learned and not born into people.  In order to best learn how 
to be a mentor, you should be mentored yourself.  We have many “age challenged” members who would love to share their knowledge 
and experience with you as you learn how to be a leader.  Finally education and certification are vital to your personal and professional 
growth.  CSI loves to provide you with opportunities to not only learn but become certified in various aspects of the Construction 
Process, such as Product Representation, Contract Administration, Specification Writing and general Construction Process.  If you want 
to know more, please contact me or any member of the Little Rock Chapter and we can get you the information. 

 

 







IF you ever wondered why 
building codes exist…... 







Bidding Procedures and Equipment Procurement: 
Part III - Purchasing Contracts & Bidding, Pricing or Procurement Phase 
The perception by some that a purchase contract affords the Owner increased control over the final selection of the equipment is 
generally inaccurate. On public procurements, the same rules of competition apply (at minimum, multiple manufacturers have to be 
specified unless the procurement is sole-sourced) and the purchase contract must still, under public procurement laws, be publicly 
advertised and generally awarded on the basis of the lowest-priced bid by a responsible bidder. Thus, using a purchase contract, a 
public Owner cannot obtain a particular manufacturer/model with absolute certainty. 

Purchase contracts result in significant additional engineering effort, which should normally be paid by the Owner. Presented in Table 3 
are statistics for engineering labor incurred during two separate, but similar, purchase contracts: 

Table 3 – Engineering Effort for Two Similar Purchase Contracts 

 
 

Each of the two projects presented in Table 3 had the same Seller and the same Engineer’s team, and the Engineer’s team was 
experienced with several prior purchase contracts. Owner No. 1’s project involved one “large” centrifuge at a large treatment facility, 
while Owner No. 2’s project involved two “medium” centrifuges at a 30-mgd treatment facility. Owner No. 2’s purchase contract used the 
documents developed for Owner No. 1 as their starting point. 
 
In addition to the engineering hours indicated in Table 3 for preparation of the purchase contract bidding documents, additional time 
was incurred for electrical, instrumentation and control, and structural engineering staff but, on these projects, the time for these 
disciplines was not separately tracked for the purchase contracts.  

  
Task 

Owner No. 1 
Centrifuge, 2004-2006 

Owner No. 2 
Centrifuges, 2004-2006 

Engineer’s Preparation of Purchase Contract 
Bidding Documents 

177 hours (time only for process/mechanical 
and preparing Div 00 and Div 01) 

76 hours (time only for process/mechanical and prepar-
ing Div 00 and Div 01) 

Engineer’s Bid Phase Time for the Purchase 
Contract 

29 hours 27 hours 

Engineer’s Time to Administer to the Pur-
chase Contract (after contract execution) 

212 hours + onsite time 183 hours + onsite time 

Number of Seller Applications for Payment   

Equipment Delivered 4 weeks late 2 weeks late 

Number of Submittals by Seller 45 58 

Correspondence with Seller (excluding let-
ters of transmittal) 

165 letters, e-mails, faxes 113 letters, e-mails, faxes 

Start-up Process Budgeted at 2 weeks, Actually required 17 
weeks 

Budgeted at 4 weeks, Actually required 5 weeks 



Owner No. 2’s purchase contract was assigned to the installing Contractor while Owner No. 1’s purchase contract was not assigned. On 
both purchase contracts, the Seller transmitted numerous written communications and frequently needed to be reminded of their 
contractual obligations, with extensive follow-up effort required by the Engineer on most activities. While these two projects may not be 
indicative of all purchase contracts, they highlight the extensive effort required of the Engineer on purchase contracts. 
It is important to have a good starting point when preparing the bidding requirements and contracting requirements (collectively, 
“Division 00” documents) for a purchase contract. For a successful contracting experience, the documents should be consistent with the 
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). Adaptations of standard construction contracting documents are typically unsuitable for use as 
purchase contracts. There are only two sets of model purchase documents available in the industry in North America: EJCDC 
Procurement (“P-Series”) Documents (EJCDC, 2010) and AIA’s Interiors Family of Documents (AIA, 2007). While both are consistent 
with the UCC, EJCDC’s P-Series is prepared specifically for the procurement of large, engineered equipment and are a comprehensive 
set of documents that includes instructions to bidders, procurement bid form, Buyer-Seller agreement, general conditions, 
supplementary conditions, performance and payment bond forms, and an instructional commentary document. AIA’s Interiors Family of 
Documents is intended for procuring furniture, furnishings, decorations, and occupant equipment and is comprised of instructions to 
bidders, Owner-Vendor (e.g., Buyer-Seller) agreement, general conditions, and a professional services agreement. 
The concept of assignment is important in purchase contracts. When any contract is formally assigned to another party, the assignor 
legally transfers their contractual responsibilities to a third party.  The Owner (as the initial Buyer) may assign the purchase contract to 
the Contractor, so that the Owner and Engineer are largely removed from the responsibility of coordinating the Seller and the 
Contractor. The assignment is effective when the three parties (Owner, Seller, and Contractor) each furnish written consent to the 
assignment. When the Seller has furnished surety bonds (usually a performance bond and a payment bond), the Seller’s surety must 
also give its express, written consent to the assignment.  EJCDC’s P-Series documents include model forms for documenting such 
consent of the parties and the surety. 
The assignment is effective when all parties have fully executed the consent to assign; this is typically done at the time that the Owner 
and Contractor execute the construction contract. Upon the effective date of the assignment, the Owner’s obligations to the Seller under 
the purchase contract cease, and the Contractor (which succeeds the Owner in the role of the Buyer) assumes all of the Buyer’s 
remaining responsibilities under the purchase contract. The Seller essentially becomes a supplier to the Contractor. Model language for 
effecting the assignment is included in EJCDC’s P-Series documents (EJCDC, 2010) and EJCDC’s Construction (“C-Series”) 
Documents (EJCDC, 2013). 
After the assignment is effective, all subsequent payments to the Seller go through the Contractor, and the Owner no longer pays the 
Seller directly.  For this reason, many Seunderstandably apprehensive about their purchase contract being assigned to a Contractor 
with an unattractive credit history. 
Unless they have prior experience, public Owners and Engineers may tend to believe that a purchase contract’s contractual terms and 
conditions are as cut-and-dried as those on a construction contract, where prospective contractors tend to accept such terms without 
question. Regardless of whether equipment is procured through a purchase contract or between the Contractor and a supplier under a 
purchase order, Sellers/suppliers often play “contractual hardball” and are tough, experienced negotiators on contractual terms and 
conditions. Some manufacturers will walk away from the prospective contract rather than accept undesirable contractual risk. 
Competition among multiple manufacturers is a key to avoid being trapped into accepting purchase contract terms and conditions that 
are extremely favorable to the Seller/supplier. Open, frank discussions on contractual terms and conditions between the parties prior to 
publishing the advertisement for bids on a purchase contract is advisable so that all parties understand each other’s drivers and 
limitations. As a brief primer, the following contractual considerations are common concerns on purchase contracts: 

 



 Limitations of Liability: Manufacturers entering into purchase contracts frequently negotiate strongly for a cap on their total liability 
for all prospective losses, claims, and damages under the contract. Typically, Sellers’ preferred limit of liability is one to two times 
the purchase contract price, whereas Owners prefer either no cap or a higher cap than the Seller’s preferred cap.  Given 
manufacturers’ extremely strong preference for contractual limitations of liability, Owners and Engineers preparing purchase 
contract bidding documents should discuss the topic and give serious consideration to whether a limitation of liability provision 
should be included. Failure to include such a provision has resulted in prospective bidders on different purchase contracts electing, 
at the last minute, to not submit a bid, sometimes leaving the Owner with very few or no bids. In evaluating whether to include a 
limitation of liability, the Engineer, in consultation with the Owner, should prepare an opinion of probable costs (damages) that could 
result from a significant failure by the Seller’s equipment. 

 Liquidated Damages: A specified, predetermined amount-per-day for late completion is common on construction contracts and is 
included on many purchase contracts as well, particularly for late delivery of the goods. However, manufacturers are reluctant to 
accept liquidated damages provisions, and often attempt to negotiate out the common “time is of the essence” clause that is a well-
understood legal term and is included in many contracts. When forced to accept liquidated damages provisions, manufacturers will 
often attempt to negotiate a cap on their liquidated damages liability equal to 10 percent of the purchase contract price. This amount 
is also part of the total limitation of liability provision discussed in the preceding paragraph, above.  Presumably the reason for 
manufacturers’ concerns on this issue are matters that they believe are beyond their control, including availability of raw materials, 
competing production schedules on the factory floor, shop testing facility availability, delays in shipping (including clearing customs 
in international shipments), and other variables.  Reasons for including liquidated damages in a purchase contract are to protect the 
Buyer from costs it is likely incur if the goods are delivered late and/or when the Seller is unavailable to furnish its onsite “special 
services” in accordance with the Contractor’s construction progress schedule. 

 Payment Terms: While EJCDC’s P-Series documents (EJCDC, 2010) suggests purchase contract provisional payments of 10 
percent of the contract price upon approval of shop drawings; 80 percent upon delivery of the goods in acceptable quantity, quality, 
and condition; and 10 percent upon completion of all special services, manufacturers often prefer terms with more cash-up-front.  
Often manufacturer’s payment terms include 10 or 20 percent of the purchase contract price due upon execution of the purchase 
contract, additional funds due upon commencement of preparation of shop drawings, and sometimes as much as a total of 50 
percent due before fabrication of the goods commences.  Commonly, a total of 90 percent the contract price is often preferred by 
manufacturers when the goods are “ready to ship” (as opposed to “received at the delivery location in good condition, quality, and 
quantity). When the equipment is purchased by the Contractor, suppliers may be uncomfortable with “pay-when-paid” provisions, 
and may refuse to accept “pay-if-paid” clauses.  Thus, payment terms are a common point of negotiation on purchase contracts. 

 Limited Warranties: The desires of the Owner and Seller are usually diametrically opposed regarding manufacturer warranties. 
Owners often desire a “full” warranty, including parts, labor, and all corrections to defects (excluding misuse and normal wear and 
tear) for at least a year after the equipment is placed into continuous, successful operation and all required field testing is 
successfully completed. Manufacturers, on the other hand, prefer their standard warranties which often cover only parts and 
typically commence running on the earlier of 12 months after the equipment is first started up or 18 months after shipment from the 
factory; the latter sometimes results in manufacturers’ warranties expiring before the equipment is placed into service. Many 
manufacturers will strongly negotiate to obtain warranty terms that are closer to their standard warranty instead of the Owner’s and 
Engineer’s preferred warranty and contractual correction period. Manufacturers are also often adverse to accepting requirements 
for guaranteeing the performance of their equipment at the installation site. 



The above is only a brief listing; for a more-comprehensive overview of contractual issues of concern to manufacturers, see WWEMA 
(2008).  At least one attorney has aptly summarized it as follows: “This is America and everyone seeks to shift their risk to someone 
else.” Owners and Engineers should understand that the terms and conditions of contractual risk allocations are as important to 
manufacturers as are the technical requirements of the equipment specifications. 
Sellers’ concerns about contractual terms and conditions are so significant that, contrary to common practice in the bidding of public 
construction contracts, it is not unusual for prospective Sellers bidding on a public purchase contract to submit conditioned bids, which 
sometimes can include clarifications, exceptions, and conditions. To ensure the fairness and integrity of the public bidding process, 
prospective bidders on a purchase contract should be repeatedly informed during the bidding phase that conditioned bids are 
unacceptable and will result in disqualification of the bid; model language prohibiting conditioned bids is included in the Instructions to 
Bidders of EJCDC (2010 and 2013). When this is done, Owners should follow- through and reject conditioned bids. 
Given the number of unique challenges and added risk of implementing a purchase contract, public Owners and their Engineers should, 
prior to determining to use a purchase contract for procuring equipment, fully understand the pros, cons, procedures, and contractual 
concerns associated with purchase contracts. Only after acquiring such knowledge should the decision be made to proceed with a 
purchase contract. In short, when there is no overriding advantage to be gained from a purchase contract, the traditional route of having 
the Contractor both furnish and install the equipment is usually the most-advantageous for all parties. 
BIDDING, PRICING, OR PROCUREMENT PHASE 
“Or-Equals” and Substitutes during Bidding 
Relative to equipment selection, one of the most interesting phases of the project is the bidding/ pricing/procurement phase. During 
bidding, manufacturers who are not named in the specifications may lobby the Engineer and/or Owner to be added to the specifications 
via an addendum. Thus, unless the Engineer and Owner establish clear procedures in advance and enforce them, the proposals for 
alternative manufacturers and even alternative types of equipment during the bidding phase can get out of control and result in 
problems. 
“Or-equals” are materials or equipment that are the equivalent to what is required in the construction documents. While “equivalent” 
does not mean “identical”, “or-equals” inherently cannot require a change in the project’s design, and do not result in any changes in the 
contract price or time. In contrast, a substitute is an item that performs the same (or essentially the same) functions, but is not the 
equivalent to what is specified. For example, on a project that includes furnishing centrifugal “turbo” blowers, proposing a positive-
displacement rotary lobe blower system would be a proposed substitute, not an “or-equal”. 
Standard contract documents, including those by EJCDC and AIA, indicate that the design professional (Engineer or Architect) has sole 
responsibility for evaluating and ultimately approving or rejecting proposed “or-equals” and substitutes.  This is because it is the 
Engineer that has professional liability for the design and its ability to meet the project’s design intent, and approving and using an 
inappropriate substitute may impair the project’s ability to function as intended by the Engineer. A prudent design professional, however, 
will involve the Owner in the decision to approve or reject a proposed substitute and most “or-equals”. 
Whether requests for approval of substitutes and “or-equals” will be accepted during the bidding phase should be addressed in the 
bidding documents’ Instructions to Bidders. The presumptive case in EJCDC’s documents is that such requests will not be accepted or 
considered during the bidding phase, although alternative, optional language to allow such proposals is available in EJCDC’s 
Instructions to Bidders (EJCDC, 2010 and 2013). The rationale for not accepting such proposals during bidding is because the Engineer 
and Owner have likely spent a year or more evaluating the project’s needs, identifying the most-appropriate type of equipment, and  



evaluating alternative manufacturers/models. Such evaluations take considerable time and care. To perform such an evaluation on a 
proposed item during the frantic few weeks of the bidding phase is likely to result in shortcuts and reviews that are less than thorough or 
result in a bid protest. Therefore, equipment approved for use based on bidding phase proposals is likely to be less-thoroughly vetted, 
increasing the potential for unexpected outcomes and construction phase change orders and claims.  EJCDC’s recommend language 
regarding “or-equals” and substitutes states that proposals for such will not be accepted until after the contract between the Owner and 
the Contractor (or Seller) is fully signed and effective. 

Prohibiting proposals for “or-equals” and substitutes during bidding not only helps to preserve the project’s design intent, but is also the 
most-fair procedure for the manufacturers and product representatives that participated in good faith in the detailed evaluations during 
the project’s design phases. This underscores the importance, as recommended earlier in this paper, that the Engineer and Owner 
evaluate the entire market for all alternative equipment types and manufacturers/models. Such evaluations, when properly documented, 
will both serve to avoid undesired requests for approval of “or-equals” and substitutes during bidding, and will give the Engineer improved 
grounds to respond to such proposals that are submitted. 

When either the Owner or a funding/financing entity requires that proposals for “or-equals” and substitutes be considered during bidding, 
the Instructions to Bidders should set forth clear requirements and time frames for such requests. In general, such requests should be 
limited to an adequate time period prior to the opening of bids; not less than two weeks prior to the opening of bids is suggested, unless 
an alternative time is required by the Owner or by a funding/financing entity (see USDA/RD, 2012). 

On purchase contracts, while it may be acceptable to propose “or-equals” during bidding, requests for approval of substitutes are virtually 
never acceptable, because the bidders on a purchase contract are typically manufacturers and acceptance of a substitute, which may be 
a very-different item from what is specified, could be a complete game-changer. 

Name/Price Alternates 

Some Owners and Engineers allow or encourage “name/price alternates”, in which the “base bid” is to be based on only the equipment 
manufacturers indicated in the specifications (sometimes the “base bid” is limited to only one manufacturer), and alternative 
manufacturers can be proposed (“alternates”) with price adders or deducts, as the case may be, in specific locations provided by the 
Owner or Engineer on the project’s Bid Form. When this is done, in most cases the Owner reserves the right to award the contract based 
on the combination of “base bid” and name/price alternate items that the Owner deems to be in its own best interest. 

Because name/price alternates bidding has the potential for the Owner to be able to select the bidder to whom the contract is awarded 
by selecting a certain combination of alternates, it often contributes to subjective (as opposed to objective) evaluations of bids. 
Accordingly, this practice has significant potential for bid protests.  Bid protests may result from a bidder (e.g., an entity that submitted a 
bid to the Owner) who was not awarded the contract because of the combination of alternates the Owner decided to accept, or from an 
aggrieved manufacturer whose equipment was not selected. 

 



Name/price alternates bidding should be engaged in only when the concept has been discussed in detail with the Owner’s legal counsel 
and consideration has been given to compliance with public procurement laws and regulations, and the potential for bid protests. 
Requirements of funding/financing entities must also be considered; for example, USDA/RD (2012) does not allow name/price 
alternates. Some jurisdictions, such as the State of New York, disallow naming proposed suppliers (and subcontractors) in bids on 
public works projects. 

In many cases, the Owner and the project, not to mention the manufacturers and product representatives, are best-served when name/
price alternates are not used and when the criteria for awarding the contract is clearly defined and employs uncontestably objective 
criteria for the evaluation of bids. 

Copyright 2021 by Kevin O’Beirne 

The content of this blog post is by the author alone and should not be attributed to any other individual or entity. 
Kevin O’Beirne, PE, FCSI, CCS, CCCA is a professional engineer licensed in NY and PA with over 30 years of 
experience designing and constructing water and wastewater infrastructure for public and private clients.  He is the 
engineering specifications manager for a global engineering and architecture design firm.  He is a member of various 
CSI national committees and is the certification chair of CSI’s Buffalo-Western New York Chapter.  He is an ACEC 
voting delegate in the Engineers Joint Contract Documents Committee (EJCDC) and lives and works in the Buffalo 
NY area.  Kevin O’Beirne’s LinkedIn page.  

Wordless Wednesday:  Have you seen Something Like this Before? 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

I received this photo of a fire door in a hotel stairwell from Gabriel Montoya of Jansen Ornamental Supply.  You might be thinking to your-
self, “This doesn’t leave me wordless…I see stuff like this all the time!”  That’s the point.  We all see fire doors that 
are in desperate need of repair.  Fire doors that don’t close or latch, assemblies with non-listed components, non-
code-compliant alterations, excessive clearances…I think I could find a problem with more than half of the fire doors 
that I see.  So what’s the big deal?  I’ll tell you.  Fire door assemblies have a very important job.  If they are not main-
tained properly and inspected annually, and deficiencies repaired without delay, they can’t do their job.  If a fire oc-
curs and the fire partitions, fire barriers, and fire walls have 3-foot x 7-foot openings without proper opening protec-
tives (fire door assemblies), the walls can’t provide the necessary compartmentalization.  Fires happen.  According 
to NFPA, there were 490,500 structure fires in the US in 2020.  These fires resulted in 2,730 civilian fire deaths, 
13,000 civilian fire injuries, and $12.1 billion in direct property damage.  Fire door assemblies play an important 
role.  As part of the passive fire protection system, these assemblies help to compartmentalize the building and con-
tain a fire to one area, reducing oxygen to the fire, and protecting the means of egress to allow building occupants to 
escape.  Fire door inspections are required by the model codes.  These inspections are mandated after installa-

tion, after maintenance work, and annually.  Without the inspections, the existing deficiencies are much less likely to be repaired. 
Will the door in this photo stay latched during a fire, protecting the stairwell as a means of egress for people on the floors 
above?  There’s no way to know, and that’s what leaves me wordless.  



Wordless Wednesday:  In the News 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

Several stories in the news left me wordless this past week… 
ANOTHER apartment fire in the Bronx resulted in 10 injuries.  According to news reports, the apartment door 
was left open, allowing the fire to spread. 

CBS New York: 10 Hurt In Bronx Apartment Fire, 100 Firefighters Respond 

“The door was left open at this fire,” Sims said. “The most important thing they can do, when you leave the 
fire apartment is to close the door. By closing the door, you’ll stop the extension.”  A door was also left open 
in the deadly Bronx high-rise fire on Jan. 9. Seventeen people were killed. 

~~~ 
The Scottish government approved funding to cut the bottom off of thousands of classroom doors – potentially including fire doors – to 
increase ventilation in an effort to reduce the spread of Covid. 

BBC News: Call for fire safety talks over classroom door plans 

Scotland regional secretary Ian Sim said: “At the moment there is too much uncertainty and mixed messaging over these two very im-
portant fire safety issues, in particular, the potential fire risk that comes from undercutting doors. “The doors affected could potentially 
include fire doors.” 

~~~ 
Last month, a fire caused extensive damage to South Africa’s parliament building in Cape Town.  It was later de-
termined that the fire doors intended to help contain a fire were latched open with hooks and eyes, allowing the fire 
to spread freely throughout the building. 

The South African: Parliament fire: Latched fire doors helped the blaze spread 

City of Cape Town MayCo Member for Safety JP Smith – who was privy to the preliminary report – said if the fire 
doors functioned properly, the fire may have been slowed down or denied access to other areas. 

Western Cape Chief Director of Disaster Management Colin Deiner, said there are two types of fire suppression systems – 
active systems, which are made up of sprinkler and ventilation systems and passive systems, which include fire doors and 
walls. 

As mentioned above, the fire doors were rendered useless by latches and the sprinkler system did not activate. Visser also 
noted that ventilation in the building was poor. 
“A major contributing factor to the excessive heat and smoke encountered throughout the building was the open-latching of 
fire doors onto the fire escape staircases using small metal latches.  



CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS SCHEDULES: BASICS OF REVIEW 
By Kevin O'Beirne, PE, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CDT 

This is the conclusion of a two-part series on construction progress schedules. The first part addressed schedule terminology, locations 
of schedule requirements in the construction documents, and the contractor’s responsibilities for construction progress schedules. This 
second, concluding part addresses design professionals’ and construction managers’ reviews of construction progress schedules. 

Just casually looking at a construction progress schedule may result in a minor headache because they appear, and are, complicated. 
What should a design professional or construction manager as advisor (CMa) be considering when reviewing a contractor’s 
construction progress schedule? How do design professionals’ and CMa’s typical responsibilities differ relative to scheduling? Should 
the design professional or CMa even review and comment on construction progress schedules at all? 

If the reviewer goes either too far or not far enough, serious consequences can result. Construction progress schedules are often 
“difficult” submittals, somewhat akin to a delegated design submittal, because they require a limited review. 

If the design professional or CMa reviewing the contractor’s construction progress schedule devotes inadequate attention to their 
review, the construction progress schedule may be insufficient and serve as a strong exhibit bolstering the contractor’s delay claims. 
When the design professional or CMa goes too far in the other direction, perhaps by commenting on every activity, date, and preceding 
event, the reviewer may inadvertently risk undertaking some of the contractor’s responsibilities for controlling the work. This blog post 
attempts to describe an appropriate middle ground between these extremes where the design professional or CMa can comply with 
their standard of care and other contractual obligations while maintaining a clear, bright line between their and the contractor’s 
responsibilities. 

Design Professionals’ Responsibilities for Reviewing Construction Schedules 

In most design-bid-build projects, the architect or engineer performs construction contract administration services for the owner, 
including reviewing and commenting, where necessary, on the contractor’s construction progress schedule. 

It is essential for design professionals’ project managers and key team members to read and understand their professional services 
agreement and its scope of services. While the model contract language of the American Institute of Architects (AIA) and the Engineers 
Joint Contract Documents Committee 
(EJCDC) are discussed below, each 
professional services agreement and scope 
of services is unique. 

The widely-used standard general conditions 
of AIA and EJCDC take very different 
approaches to review of the contractor’s 
progress schedule. EJCDC C-700 requires 
the engineer’s express “acceptance”, for 
limited purposes, of the progress schedule, 
whereas neither AIA A201 nor its associated  



owner-architect agreement, obligates either the owner or architect to review, approve, accept, or take any specific action on the 
contractor’s construction progress schedule. The relevant provisions are discussed below. 

Figure 1 - Close-up of typical left-side columns of a contractor's construction progress schedule 

EJCDC C-700—2018 Paragraph 2.05.A.1 indicates: 

“1.  The Progress Schedule will be acceptable to Engineer if it provides an orderly progression of the Work to completion within the 
Contract Times. Such acceptance will not impose on Engineer responsibility for the Progress Schedule, for sequencing, scheduling, or 
progress of the Work, nor interfere with or relieve Contractor from Contractor’s full responsibility therefor.” 

EJCDC C-700 Paragraph 7.16 (“Submittals”) and related provisions requires the engineer to review submittals (including the progress 
schedule) in accordance with the times indicated in the “Schedule of Submittals” accepted by the engineer. Finally, C-700 Paragraph 
10.07 (“Limitations on Engineer’s Authority and Responsibilities”) states in part: 

“B.  Engineer will not supervise, direct, control, or have authority over or be responsible for Contractor’s means, methods, techniques, 
sequences, or procedures of construction…Engineer will not be responsible for Contractor’s failure to perform the Work in accordance 
with the Contract Documents.” 

EJCDC E-500—2020, Agreement between Owner and Engineer for Professional Services,  includes the following in Exhibit A, 
Paragraph 1.06.B: 

“8.  Schedules: [Engineer shall] Receive, review, and, subject to the criteria of the Construction Contract, determine the acceptability of 
any and all schedules that Contractor is required to submit to Engineer, including the progress schedule, schedule of submittals, and 
schedule of values. Advise Contractor in writing of Engineer’s comments or acceptance of schedules. 

“a.  Schedules will be acceptable to Engineer as to form and substance: 

“1)  Progress Schedule: if it provides an orderly progression of the Work to completion within the Contract Times. Such acceptance will 
not impose on Engineer responsibility for the Progress Schedule, for sequencing, scheduling, or progress of the Work, nor interfere with 
or relieve Contractor from Contractor’s full responsibility therefor…” 

Neither EJCDC C-700 nor E-500 clearly addresses precisely how the engineer “accepts” the contractor’s schedules. Presumably, this 
may be either via an express, written indication of acceptance or by indicating “accepted” in the engineer’s submittal log and periodically 
sharing the engineer’s submittal log with the contractor. This writer’s employer takes the latter approach and shares the engineer’s 
submittal log with the contractor monthly or upon the contractor’s request. 



Interestingly, AIA A201 Sections 3.10.2 and 3.12.5 each require the architect’s express “approval” of the contractor’s submittal sched-
ule, which, of course, must be closely coordinated with the construction schedule. 

AIA B101—2017, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect, also does not explicitly require the architect’s review of 
the contractor’s construction schedule, but does obligate the architect to advise the owner during construction of, “known deviations 
from the most recent construction schedule submitted by the Contractor”. Identical language is also included in AIA B201—
2017, Standard Form of Architect’s Services: Design and Construction. These imply the architect must be reasonably familiar with each 
submitted update of the contractor’s construction schedule. 

Similar to EJCDC C-700 Paragraph 10.07.B’s express statement that the engineer has no responsibility for construction means, meth-
ods, and sequences, AIA A201 states in part: 

“§ 4.2.2 …The Architect will not have control over, charge of, or responsibility for the construction means, methods, techniques, se-
quences or procedures, or for the safety precautions and programs in connection with the Work, since these are solely the Contractor’s 
rights and responsibilities under the Contract Documents.” 

Regardless of the general conditions used in the construction contract, the project’s specifications Section 01 32 16 – Construction Pro-
gress Schedule (or similarly numbered or titled section) may augment the general conditions for the contractor and design professional 
or CMa. Also, the scope of professional services in the agreement between the owner and design professional or CMa may further ad-
dress the responsibilities of the reviewer of the construction progress schedule. 

Construction Managers’ Reviews of Progress Schedules 

Because construction progress schedules have nothing to do with the final, completed work, as designed by the architect or engineer, 
construction progress schedules need not be reviewed by the design professional-in-responsible-charge. Instead, they may be re-
viewed by others not under the direct, supervisory control of the design professional-in-responsible-charge, such as a third-party con-
struction manager as advisor (CMa), owner’s program manager, or the owner’s employees. 

When the owner retains the services of a CMa for the project, the CMa will typically review construction progress schedules for the rea-
sons indicated above for design professionals on design-bid-build projects. However, because CMa’s typically possess additional ex-
pertise relative to construction scheduling than do most design professionals, owners often require increased schedule-related services 
of CMa’s. For example, a CMa is often required to prepare an overall project schedule during the design stage containing design and 
other project stakeholder activities, including construction contractor(s), and to maintain and update the project schedule throughout 
construction. 

During construction, CMa’s are sometimes required to track construction progress against the CMa’s project schedule and to endeavor 
to secure contractors’ compliance with the CMa’s project schedule, which is a significant difference from the architect’s and engineer’s 
schedule-related responsibilities under design-bid-build. 

In some cases, the owner may expect or require the CMa to review contractors’ construction progress schedules to determine whether 
time allocated for key construction activities appears reasonable. Owners may desire such services as a means of reducing the poten-
tial for subsequent delay claims by contractors. 

Differences from design professionals’ responsibilities relative to construction progress schedules are revealed by examining two widely
-used standard forms for owner-CMa agreements. 

 



AIA C132—2019, Standard Form of Agreement between Owner and Construction Manager as Adviser, includes the following: 

“§ 3.2.4 The Construction Manager shall prepare and periodically update the Project schedule included in the Construction Manage-
ment Plan for the Architect’s review and the Owner’s acceptance. The Construction Manager shall obtain the Architect’s approval for 
the portion of the Project schedule relating to the performance of the Architect’s services. The Project schedule shall coordinate and in-
tegrate the Construction Manager’s services, the Architect’s services, other Owner consultants’ services, and the Owner’s responsibili-
ties and highlight items that affect the Project’s timely completion. 

“§ 3.3.4 The Construction Manager shall provide administrative, management and related services to coordinate scheduled activities 
and responsibilities of the Contractors with each other and with those of the Construction Manager, the Owner and the Architect. The 
Construction Manager shall coordinate the activities of the Contractors in accordance with the latest approved Project schedule and the 
Contract Documents. 

“§ 3.3.5 The Construction Manager shall review and analyze the construction schedules provided by the Contractors to update the Pro-
ject schedule, incorporating the activities of the Owner, Architect, and Contractors on the Project, including activity sequences and dura-
tions, allocation of labor and materials, processing of Shop Drawings, Product Data and Samples, and delivery and procurement of 
products, including those that must be ordered in advance of construction. The Project schedule shall include the Owner’s occupancy 
requirements showing portions of the Project having occupancy priority. The Construction Manager shall update and reissue the Project 
schedule as required to show current conditions. If an update indicates that the previously approved Project schedule may not be met, 
the Construction Manager shall recommend corrective action to the Owner and Architect. 

Regarding schedules, AIA A232—2019, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, Construction Manager as Adviser Edition, 
includes language similar to AIA A201—2017, although A232—2019 includes the following regarding the contractors’ obligations con-
cerning the CMa’s project schedule: 

“§ 3.10.3 The Contractor shall participate with other Contractors, the Construction Manager, and the Owner in reviewing and coordinat-
ing all schedules for incorporation into the Project schedule that is prepared by the Construction Manager. The Contractor shall make 
revisions to the construction schedule and submittal schedule as deemed necessary by the Construction Manager to conform to the 
Project schedule. 

“§ 3.10.4 The Contractor shall perform the Work in general accordance with the most recent schedules submitted to the Owner, Con-
struction Manager, and Architect, and incorporated into the approved Project schedule.” 

Thus, AIA C132 and A232 place on the CMa responsibility for actively coordinating the construction schedules of multiple prime con-
tractors, as well as construction stage activities of the owner and architect, but does not expressly address the CMa’s review and com-
ments on contractor-submitted construction schedules, other than C132 Section 3.3.5 requiring that the CMa “analyze” them. In C132 
Section 3.3.5, the meaning of the word, “analyze” is unclear. 

Regarding schedules, EJCDC CMA-501—2021, Agreement between Owner and Construction Manager as Advisor, indicates the follow-
ing: 

“[2.01] G.  Scheduling (All Phases)—[Construction Manager shall] Carry out the following scheduling tasks, and necessary updates and 
revisions, in the appropriate phase or phases, including the design phase, Contractor selection phase, and construction phase: 

“1.  Prepare a draft schedule for the Project. The schedule will identify management tasks and activities, specific design, and construc-
tion tasks consistent with the work breakdown structure, and target and milestone dates. 



“2.  Update the draft master schedule to reflect the final work plans developed by the Engineer and Contractor for the Project. 
“3.  Prepare a milestone schedule that indicates the last acceptable date for each scheduled activity and the party responsible for each 
activity. 
“4.  Monitor the Project schedule and milestone schedule and revise as necessary to determine the impact of scope and schedule 
changes. 
“5.  Develop scheduling requirements for Contractor and incorporate them into the Contract Documents. 
“6.  Review Contractor’s preliminary schedules to determine that the proposed construction schedule is consistent with the Project mas-
ter schedule. 
“7.  Compare actual with planned progress each month during the Project to determine if the Project is on schedule. Include information 
regarding overall schedule in monthly summary reports. 
“8.  Analyze Contractor proposals and entitlements regarding delays in progress, time for completion, and similar matters. Incorporate 
Construction Contract modifications into the schedule and evaluate the impact on the schedule. Use this information to assess the im-
pact of Construction Contract changes on the Project to negotiate an equitable change in the Contract Times or Contract Price, if war-
ranted. 
“9.  Performing a time-impact analysis in the event of a claim (as defined in the Construction Contract) for time or extended overhead, is 
an Additional Service.” 
 
Regarding the contractor’s construction progress schedule, EJCDC CMA-700—2021, Standard General Conditions of the Construction 
Contract—Construction Manager as Advisor, is virtually identical  to EJCDC C-700—2018, except that construction progress schedules 
must be submitted to and accepted by the construction manager, rather than the engineer. 

Thus, relative to the CMa’s schedule-related services, EJCDC CMA-501 is more detailed than AIA C132, although both require the CMa 
to develop an overall project schedule with which the CMa is to coordinate the contractors’ associated construction progress schedule
(s). Neither AIA C132 nor EJCDC CMA-501 requires the CMa to review construction progress schedules to reveal the foundations for 
future, possible time-related claims, although numerous owners require such services of CMa’s. 

Both EJCDC CMA-501 and AIA C132 do, however, require more extensive, schedule-related services of the CMa than is required of 
the design professional in AIA’s and EJCDC’s standard contract documents for design-bid-build projects. 

Resource- and Cost-Loaded Progress Schedules 

Modern scheduling software allows development of resource-loaded and cost-loaded schedules. Incorporating such data into the con-
struction progress schedule may be useful or required on some projects, but also introduces an added dimension to the schedule re-
viewer’s task. 

Resource loading assigns specific labor, materials and equipment, construction equipment and machinery, and other assets to each ac-
tivity. During construction, resource-loaded schedules may be useful in evaluating whether the contractor is executing the work with the 
diligence and resources originally planned or necessary to complete the work within the contract times. The true usefulness of a re-
source-loaded schedule for this purpose depends on the accuracy of the resource-loading and diligence with which the schedule and its 
resource allocations are updated throughout the project. 



Figure 2 – An example of how resource loading is displayed in a 
contractors construction progress schedule 

Cost-loading assigns to each scheduled activity an appropriate, 
portion of the contract price. Cost-loaded progress schedules are 
required typically only when the amounts of the contractor’s pro-
gress payment requests will be determined based on the schedule, 
which is likely more widely used on larger, more-complex projects, 

When a cost-loaded construction progress schedule is required 
and will be used as the basis for determining amounts eligible for 
progress payments, the reviewer should devote at least as much 
attention to the schedule’s cost-loading as would normally be done 
in reviewing a contractor’s schedule of values. Where the construc-

tion progress schedule will not be used as the basis for progress payments, cost-loading should probably not be required, and such 
data should likely not be reviewed by the design professional or CMa.  Whether a cost-loaded construction progress schedule should 
be required for use as the basis for progress payments should be determined, in conjunction with the owner, during the design stage. 
Cash flow projections can be exported from cost-loaded construction progress schedules, which may be useful for the owner’s project 
financing and budgeting. 

Recommendations for Reviewing Construction Progress Schedules 

In addition to other recommended practices relative to shop drawings and submittals previously presented on this blog (Part 1, Part 
2, Part 3, Part 4, and Part 5), the following are recommended for design professionals’ reviews of contractors’ construction progress 
schedules: 

1. Verify the construction progress schedule indicates compliance with all contract times, including interim milestones, if any. If the 
schedule does not demonstrate compliance with the contract times, it should not be accepted. 

2. Review for compliance with contractual constraints, such as work that is seasonally-dependent, and maximum allowable outage 
durations. 

3. Verify the construction progress schedule appears reasonably complete for the project’s work and verify that individual activities are 
measurable, e.g., having a single activity for “concrete” or “order materials” is usually unacceptable. As another example, on one of 
this writer’s past projects, the contractor’s initial baseline construction progress schedule submittals omitted a lower-value element 
of the work that proved to be the project’s critical path. 

4. Verify that work sequences and mandatory durations established in the contract documents, such as minimum required curing peri-
ods for cast-in-place concrete, are part of the scheduled activities. 

5. Verify the schedule does not presume work on restricted days, such as weekends or the owner’s legal holidays when work on such 
days is restricted by the contract. 

6. Verify the construction progress schedule presents an orderly, reasonable plan for the progress of the work. 
7. Verify that the schedule includes activities of other project participants not under the contractor’s control, but that will influence the 

work’s progress, e.g., design professional’s approvals, owner’s selection of materials covered by cash allowances, a facility man-
ager’s obligation to make existing facilities ready for the contractor’s work, third-party utility owners’ activating new services or facili-
ties required for the project, and issuance of permits and performance of inspections by or for authorities having jurisdiction. 



8. Verify the construction progress schedule’s submitted format. For example, many construction contracts’ Section 01 32 16 – 
Construction Progress Schedule (or equivalent), mandate using specific scheduling software. 

Construction managers as advisors (CMa) reviewing construction progress schedule submittals should comply with the 
recommendations presented above for design professionals and, depending on the scope of services in the owner-CMa contract, the 
CMa must also typically ensure the contractors’ construction progress schedules are consistent with the CMa-prepared overall project 
schedule. Depending on the contract, the CMa may have additional responsibilities for coordinating the work of separate prime 
construction contractors. 

Design professionals should avoid the following when reviewing construction progress schedules: 

1. Commenting on minutia and details. 
2. Evaluating preceding events and network logic inherent in the construction progress schedule, except where such errors are obvious 

and readily apparent to the reviewer. 
3. Commenting on activities not explicitly addressed in the contract documents. 
4. Commenting on the contractor’s means, methods, and sequences of construction not expressly mandated in the contract 

documents. Indeed, the design professional’s normal, garden variety submittal review stamp (or electronic facsimile thereof), 
as recommended in a prior post on this blog, should expressly state the reviewer is not responsible for construction means, 
methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures, or their associated safety and protection 

5. Because construction progress schedules should typically be “informational submittals”, as discussed in a prior post on this blog, 
they should not receive an express “approval”. 

Finally, all comments on the contractor’s progress schedule submittals should be written assuming they will become exhibits in a 
dispute over alleged delays in the work. The audience for the design professional’s or CMa’s comments includes the contractor, 
subcontractors, attorneys, courts, arbitrators, insurance carriers, and the surety.. 

CMa’s schedule reviewers should heed the recommendations presented above for design professionals, although the extent to which a 
CMa can or should comply with the above list of “actions to avoid” will depend on the CMa’s scope of services and owner expectations. 

When resource- or cost-loaded schedules are required, the reviewing design professional or CMa should consider and comply with the 
recommendations and advice presented, above, in the prior section of this blog post. 

Conclusions 

Reviewing the contractor’s submittal of construction progress schedules is a challenging and potentially risk-filled activity. While proper 
attention must be devoted to it, such reviews should be limited in scope and, in some cases, a written response to the contractor may 
not be required. Where written responses to schedule submittals are necessary, they should be clearly written, with appropriate 
disclaimers, and appropriate for the limited review required. 

Acknowledgments: The author gratefully acknowledges Jim Brown, PE, CSI, CCCA, vice president in construction management at 
Arcadis, and Jon Westervelt, PE, CCM, vice president of construction management at Kennedy/Jenks Consultants, for reviewing and 
commenting on drafts of this blog post. 

Another apartment fire occurred in the Bronx in December of 2017, caused by a young child playing with the knobs on the stove.  When 
the child’s mother escaped with her two children, the apartment door was left open, and 13 people were killed.  Many media reports 
blamed the mother, and the FDNY Commissioner repeated the mantra, “Close the door, close the door, close the door.”  A few news 
articles pointed out that the door should have closed on its own.  From one such article: “By law, however, the apartment building was  



required to have self-closing, fireproof doors–because fire safety shouldn’t depend on the split-second decisions of panicked parents 
trying to save their children.  Such a door on the apartment where the fire originated could have prevented the fire from spreading for 90 
minutes. Instead, when firefighters arrived three-and-a-half minutes after the first calls to emergency services, they found burned bodies 
in the five-floor building’s lobby as panicked residents rushed to descend an icy fire escape.” 

How do we keep this from happening again? 
After the 2017 fire in the Bronx, New York City passed Local Law 111, which required all apartments to have self-closing doors between 
the corridor and the apartment by July 31, 2021.  If all apartment entry doors were fire door assemblies as required by current codes, 
the local law would have been redundant – fire doors are already required to be self-closing.  But the local law would cover older 
apartment buildings that were not required to have fire doors on the apartment entries, as well as drawing attention to the requirement 
and increasing enforcement.  Unfortunately, the law did not protect the residents of the Bronx apartment building in the most recent fire, 
as the apartment entry door that should have been self-closing, stayed open when the occupants escaped. 

In order for fire doors to perform as designed and tested, they have to be functioning properly.  Because of the appalling condition of fire 
door assemblies across the US, requirements were added to the codes and standards almost 15 years ago, stating that fire doors must 
be inspected annually.  More recent editions of NFPA 80 also require fire door assembly inspections to be conducted after installation 
and after maintenance work.  Documentation of these inspections must be made available to the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ), 
such as the fire marshal.  This is consistent with other types of inspection reports, such as the documentation for the inspection of 
sprinkler systems, fire extinguishers, fire dampers, and commercial kitchen hoods.  When deficiencies are found during a fire door 
assembly inspection, they must be repaired “without delay.”  An annual fire door assembly inspection in any of the apartment buildings 
mentioned above could have identified the problems; repair/replacement of the doors’ closing mechanisms could have saved lives. 

Considering NFPA’s estimate of 86,000 apartment fires in one year (2020), these residential fires will continue to occur.  And while 
some apartment buildings have automatic fire sprinkler systems to help reduce a fire’s spread, many apartment buildings were built 
before these systems were required by code.  Fire door assemblies are mandated by code for apartment buildings with or without 
sprinkler systems, but there’s no point in installing a fire door assembly and then assuming that it will function properly throughout its 
lifetime.  These assemblies are often targets of misuse and abuse, and they require periodic maintenance and adjustment.  The annual 
inspection requirements included in the model building codes, fire codes, and NFPA 80, will save lives if they are enforced. 

It’s not a viable excuse to cite the cost associated with inspections and repairs.  It’s crystal clear that deficient fire doors can increase 
the number of fatalities and injuries and the amount of property damage during a fire.  If we know that these fires will continue to occur, 
we know that code-compliant fire doors will help keep people safe, and we have an enforceable solution that will help ensure the 
performance of these assemblies, why do we still have fire doors that are not functioning properly?  Why aren’t insurance companies 
requiring fire door inspections as a condition of their coverage?  Specialized inspectors, trained in the detailed requirements for fire 
doors, are qualified to perform these inspections.  Building owners and property managers are responsible for arranging the inspections 
and addressing the problems.  It’s imperative that AHJs enforce the fire door assembly inspections required by code and verify that 
deficiencies have been repaired.  The cost of failure to do so can be measured in lives lost. 

Note:  Apartment residents should be educated on the role their fire doors play in their safety as well as the safety of the other 
residents.  A means of reporting fire doors that are not self-closing or other problems related to fire safety can help to ensure that the 
deficiencies are addressed promptly. 

Photo Credit:  Scott Strassburg, City of Madison Fire Department 



Division 01 Sections and Design-Build 
I have experience working on both sides of design-build projects. I have prepared the performance-based specifications on behalf of 
owners to give to design-build entities and I have prepared construction specifications for architects working with contractors in 
contractor-led design-build entities and as pure design-build entities. 

For the former (i.e., performance-based specs for D-Bs), there are two approaches the specifier can take: (1) structure the 
specifications using UniFormat, which includes Division 01-like information in Element Z "General"; or (2) structure the specifications 
using MasterFormat's Division 01 (including 01 80 00 "Performance Requirements") and referencing sections in other divisions as 
needed where specific work result information is necessary for clarity. RIB's SpecLink Cloud (SLC) has "Design Criteria" (DC) which I 
have used specifically for performance specifications. The SLC DC is based (loosely) on UniFormat. If you want to use the 
MasterFormat structure, you can create sections by copying the DC content and pasting them into custom 01 80 XX sections. 

For the latter (i.e., specs as part of a D-B entity), the architect no longer has a contractual obligation to look out for the owner's 
interests, but they still have to look out for their own risk liability. The documents you prepare are your documents -- you assume the 
liability by placing your seal on them, so you should have some control over how they are interpreted by the contractor. The contractor 
cannot practice architecture (unless properly licensed to do so) by changing your documents or installing the work with changes that 
are contrary to your documents. Should there be issues down the road and it is discovered that the work failed as a direct or indirect 
result of a contractor change, your documents -- as issued -- will be your best defense (unless there are other documents, such as 
correspondence, where it could be interpreted that you gave approval for such changes). 

Also, the specifications are being used as contract documents between the contractor and subcontractors. Thus, they should be 
prepared from that perspective and not necessarily as contract documents between the contractor and architect. Thus, Division 01 
sections should be slightly modified. I have usually defined the term "Contractor" to mean the subcontractor responsible for the work, 
and replaced "Architect" with Design-Builder." 

When preparing specifications for architects that are a part of a D-B entity, I do not need all of the Division 01 sections that I would 
typically include in a D-B-B, CMAR, or IPD project. I usually include the following: 

• 01 10 00 "Summary" 
• 01 25 00 "Substitution Procedures" 
• 01 33 00 "Submittal Procedures" 
• 01 43 00 "References" 
• 01 43 39 "Mockups" 
• 01 60 00 "Product Requirements" 

Other Division 01 sections may be added if requested, but they are mostly dependent on the contractor's means and methods and 
have nothing to do with the management of the architect's liability risk. 

------------------------------;  
Reprinted with the Permission of:  Ronald Geren, FCSI Lifetime Member, CCS, CCCA, AIA, CSC, SCIP; Principal, RLGA Technical 
Services, LLC; Scottsdale, AZ 



Decoded:  The Im portance of Fire Doors in Residential Occupancies 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

A recent fire in a Bronx apartment building clearly illustrated the dangers associated with non-code-compliant fire doors, and 
underscored the need for enforcement of the fire door inspections mandated by current codes and standards.  If you were using the 
article below to encourage local AHJs to enforce the inspection requirements, or to help educate legislators on the purpose of fire doors, 
what would you add or change?   

On January 9th, 2022, a fire occurred in a 19-story apartment building in the Bronx.  Initial reports confirm that the fire began in an 
apartment, where an electric space heater ignited a mattress.  When the fire department and other emergency services began arriving 
only 3 minutes after the fire alarm was activated, they found residents throughout the building suffering from smoke 
inhalation.  Seventeen people were killed, including eight children, and 44 people were injured. 

Fires in multi-family residential buildings are not uncommon.  A report published by the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) in October 2021 estimated that 86,000 fires occurred in US apartment 
buildings in 2020, with the majority of home fires resulting from five causes:  cooking, heating, 
electrical distribution and lighting equipment, intentional fire setting, and smoking 
materials.  The tables supporting this report show 2020 totals of 350 civilian deaths, 2,900 civilian 
injuries, and 1.6 billion dollars in property damage caused by the 86,000 apartment fires – an 
average of 236 apartment fires PER DAY. 

In most US states, current building codes require apartment buildings to have both active and 
passive fire protection.  Automatic fire sprinkler systems, a type of active fire protection, are currently 
required by the International Building Code (IBC) for residential occupancies, although they are not 
required for all existing buildings.  Apartment buildings are also required by the IBC to have fire 
partitions separating each apartment from the next, and corridor walls must be fire-resistance-rated 
when the corridor is serving an occupant load of more than 10 people.  Exit stairwells are also 
surrounded by fire-rated enclosures – walls creating a protected shaft for vertical travel within the 
building. 

In the Bronx apartment building where the fire occurred, the fire partitions and fire doors should have 
compartmentalized the apartment where the fire began, reducing the oxygen supply to the fire and 
limiting the spread of smoke and flames.  Even without an automatic fire sprinkler system (the 
building pre-dates the code requirements for sprinklers), containing the fire – and especially the 
smoke – to one apartment would have saved lives.  The corridors and stairwells would have been 
usable for evacuation, or residents could have sheltered in place in their apartments. 

This photo shows a fire door that was 
closed and latched during an apartment 
fire, helping to contain the smoke and 
flames, and protecting residents and 
egress routes on the non-fire side of the 
door. 



So, what went wrong?  Why did smoke leave the apartment of fire origin, fill the corridors and 
stairwells, and lead to so many injuries and fatalities?  

According to the commissioner of the New York City Fire Department (FDNY), at least two doors were 
open during the fire – the apartment entry door, and a stairwell door on an upper floor.  If the apartment 
door had been closed and latched, it should have deterred the fire’s spread for at least 20 minutes, pro-
tecting the corridor.  But with that door open, the smoke was able to leave the apartment, fill the corridor, 
and begin to spread throughout the building.  The open stair door caused a “flue effect” – similar to a chim-
ney – and pulled smoke upward through the stairwell.  Had these doors been closed, the smoke and fire 
could have been contained within the apartment, and 17 people would likely be alive today. 

Why were the doors open?  Has this happened before? 

For decades, the model codes adopted across the US have mandated fire door assemblies on apartment 
entries and stairwells.  Fire doors are required to be automatically closed and latched if a fire occurs, and 
the doors themselves are constructed to withstand fire for 20 minutes to 3 hours.  If the fire door is func-
tioning properly, it will help to compartmentalize the building and deter the spread of smoke and flames.  If 
the fire door is standing open, it is useless. 

This is not the first apartment fire where open doors contributed to the loss of life.  In 2019, a fire in a Min-
neapolis high rise apartment building resulted in 5 fatalities.  The Minnesota State Fire Marshal’s report on 

that fire stated, “Had the door between the corridor and apartment been able to close, it is the SFMD’s opinion that the fire would have 
been contained to the apartment of origin and the loss of life would have been reduced and possibly only involved the occupant of that 
apartment.” 

In 2017, a fire at Grenfell Tower in the UK resulted in 72 fatalities.  During the inquiry into that fire, failure of self-closing fire doors was 
again mentioned:  “Specifically, the LFB wanted KCTMO to regularly check that fire door self-closers were fitted properly, as it is cru-
cial that fire doors remain closed in the event of a fire.  The inquiry has already established that most of the self-closers on fire doors 
at Grenfell Tower were broken or missing on the night of the fire, which is believed to have contributed to the spread of smoke through 
the building.” 

As with the other fires discussed 
in this article, the door to the 
apartment of fire origin was left 
open, allowing the smoke and 
flames to extend into the 
corridor and compromising this 
portion of the egress path. 



Code Update:  Signage on Fire Doors 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

I appreciate the code development process and the resulting changes made to the codes and standards that 
apply to door openings.  The frequent updates help the requirements keep pace with current technology as 
well as newly-identified threats.  But sometimes there is a requirement that I’ve been teaching about for 20+ 
years, and a change means that eventually you will all have to re-learn what you previously knew.  

That’s the case with a change to the 2022 edition of NFPA 80 – Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening 
Protectives.  Note: You can buy a copy of the standard, access it using NFPA Link, or read the free online 

version on NFPA’s website.  Can you spot the changes in the section addressing signage?  Spoiler 
Alert:  I’ve itemized them below.   

Informational signage is allowed on fire doors as described in NFPA 80 or by the manufacturer’s published 
listings – no change there.  Moving on to the size…prior to the 2022 edition, the total area of all attached 
signs could not exceed 5% of the area of the face of the door – regardless of what material the sign was 
made of.  The 2022 edition includes the same limitation of 5% but specifies that the limit applies to signage 
made from combustible materials or from vinyl up to 0.008 inches (2 mm) thick.  If the signage is painted 
on with stencils or similar methods, the size is not limited.  Metal signage up to 20 gage thickness may be 
up to 200 square inches in area – for a 3070 door, a sign of this size would be almost 7% of the 21-square-
foot area of the door face. 

The allowable means of attachment have also changed.  Past editions of the standard required signage to 
be attached to fire doors with adhesive, and specifically prohibited the use of screws or nails.  The 2022 edition allows adhesive OR up 
to 4 steel or stainless steel fasteners (sheet metal screws up to U.S. size #8 or up to 0.17 inch – I’m assuming diameter) IF the screws 
are used to attach metal signs and if they penetrate one side of the fire door.  I predict that we’re going to see a lot more metal signs on 
fire doors in the future, as I would interpret the new language to mean that signs of other materials must still be attached with adhesive. 

One more interesting change is the paragraph stating that signs shall not be installed on glazing in fire doors.  This is consistent with the 
2007, 2010, and 2013 editions of NFPA 80.  However, the 2016 and 2019 editions specified that signs could not be installed on fire-
protection-rated glazing, which indicated that signage would be allowed on fire-resistance-rated glazing.  A paragraph in Annex A stated 
that when signage was required by code to be attached to a fire door (example: for a delayed egress lock), and there was no other 
option but to put the sign on the glazing, it should be fire-resistance-rated glazing that had been evaluated for temperature rise on the 
unexposed surface.  This annex note does not appear in the 2022 edition, and paragraph 4.1.3.3 prohibits installation of signage on 
glazing without getting more specific. 



And finally, NFPA 80-2022 states that signs must not impair or interfere with the proper operation of the fire door – this paragraph was 
also included in other editions of the standard. 

Now before you run out and start installing metal signs with steel screws on your existing fire doors, keep in mind that the 2022 edition 
of NFPA 80 has not yet been referenced by a model code and is not being used in any jurisdiction that I know of.  For health care facili-
ties, it could be years before this edition is adopted by reference.  Technically, in order to use the updated signage requirements of 
NFPA 80-2022, the AHJ would have to approve them as an equivalency or a code modification.  

Residents in a Panic do not Close Doors 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

When readers of iDigHardware hear of a door-related tragedy, many will send me links to news sto-
ries, social media discussions, and other information about the incident.  I feel honored to have a job 
and a voice that allow me to make a difference, and I’m grateful to have connections who believe that I 
can help. 

Yesterday I received dozens of emails, texts, and Facebook messages about the apartment fire that 
occurred in the Bronx yesterday morning.  At least 19 people – including 9 children – were killed in the 
fire, with many more critically injured.  As with past fires, the NYFD Commissioner highlighted the open 

apartment door during his press conference.  From the New York Times: 

Commissioner Nigro said the fire started in a bedroom on the third floor where a space heater was being used. Once the fire spread in 
that apartment, individuals ran out and left the door open, which helped fuel the fire and allowed the smoke to spread. “We’ve spread 
the word, ‘close the door, close the door’” to keep a fire contained, he said. 

There will be more information to come regarding what happened during this fire and how it affected the loss of life, the severity of inju-
ries, and the property damage.  I will share that when I have it.  For now, a few thoughts… 

1) Self-closing apartment doors have been required by the US model codes for decades.  In the 1948 edition of NFPA 101 – Life 
Safety Code, a chapter addressing “apartment houses” was added.  This section required apartment buildings meeting certain criteria to 
have fire doors on the apartment entries and stairwells.  Fire doors are required to be self-closing, automatic-closing, or power-
operated, with very few exceptions, to ensure that the door is closed and latched during a fire.  In the 1973 edition of NFPA 101, a line 
was added to the code which specifically stated that apartment entry doors were required to be self-closing.  This requirement was not 
limited to certain types of apartment buildings, it applied to all buildings that met the definition of an apartment building: 

2) New York City Local Law 111 requires all apartment entry doors to be self-closing.  This law was passed after a 2017 fire in the 
Bronx, which killed 13 people and injured 14, and the deadline for compliance was July 31, 2021: 

Photo: David Dee Delgado for The 
New York Times 



§ 28-315.10 Self-closing doors. All doors providing access to interior corridors or stairs in occupancy groups R-1 and R-2 shall be self-
closing or equipped with a device that will ensure closing after having been opened by July 31, 2021. 

In addition, the law amended the administrative code of NYC, establishing responsibility for maintaining the doors, and consequences 
for failure to do so: 

§ 27-2041.1 Self-closing doors.  

a. It shall be the duty of the owner of a multiple dwelling, which is required to be equipped with self-closing doors pursuant to section 
28-315.10, or any other applicable law, to keep and maintain such doors in good repair. 
b. Any owner required to keep and maintain self-closing doors pursuant to subdivision a of this section who fails to keep or maintain 
such doors shall be liable for a class C immediately hazardous violation. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, 
the time within which to correct such violation shall be twenty-one days after service of the notice of violation. 

In Sunday’s fire, we don’t know (yet) why the door didn’t close.  Was the door self-closing but something obstructed it and prevented it 
from closing when residents escaped?  Had the self-closing device been deactivated or damaged?  Or was the door non-compliant 
with building codes, fire codes, and NYC Local Law 111? 

3) Stairwell fire doors play an extremely important role in fire safety and egress.  In the Bronx fire, several victims of the fire 
were found in the stairwells.  The New York Times article states: 

Commissioner Nigro said the building did not have fire escapes, only interior stairways, leaving the residents with only a short window 
to flee as smoke made its way throughout the building. 

In a building of this height, current codes would require the interior stairwell doors to provide at least 90 minutes of fire protection, 
along with 2-hour walls enclosing the stairwell.  If the fire doors were closed and latched, building occupants should have had time to 
enter the protected area of the stairwell, and make their way to the ground floor or wait for assistance from the fire department.  I have 
not seen mention of whether the stairway doors were open or closed at the time of the fire, but open stairwell doors could help to ex-
plain the rapid spread of smoke and the compromised egress routes. 

4) Fire door assembly inspections are required by code, after installation, after maintenance work, and annually.  These re-
quirements were added to the codes and standards because of the appalling condition of millions of fire doors across the U.S.  Annual 
inspections help to ensure that a fire door will perform as designed and tested if there is a fire.  Without the inspections, who knows? 

While some jurisdictions are enforcing the annual fire door assembly inspection requirements, some are not.  Why not?  These in-
spections, typically conducted by 3rd-party inspectors trained in fire door requirements, document the condition of existing fire 
doors.  Needed repairs must be completed “without delay” and can be confirmed by the AHJ upon review of the documentation.  This 
is an incredibly valuable tool for AHJs when evaluating the fire safety of a building. 

I will be focusing this week’s posts on this topic…we owe it to the residents of Twin Parks North West and all other apartment resi-
dents.  This is not the first fire of this type, nor will it be the last.  
 



Quick Question ! Fires vs. Active Shooters in Schools 
By:  Lori Greene, I Dig Hardware Blog 

Link - https://www.fbi.gov/about/partnerships/office-of-partner-engagement/active-shooter-resources 

On Monday, I shared a document from the Partner Alliance for Safer Schools (PASS), regarding the potential 
dangers associated with classroom barricade devices.  This document included a statistic that prompted a quick 
question: 

How can a fire be 1000 times more likely to occur in a school than an active shooter event?  I read about school 
shootings all the time, and I never hear about fires in schools. 

I’m really glad this question was asked.  I will explain where the numbers came from, and I welcome your comments.  Every school 
shooting is tragic, and anything possible should be done to protect our students and teachers.  I have many other posts addressing 
other aspects of school security and safety, but in this post I am focusing only on the numbers used in the PASS calculation. 

There are many sets of statistics with regard to gun violence in schools, with different criteria for the types of events that are 
included.  Some statistics include suicides, targeted shootings, accidental discharges of weapons, and gunfire in the parking lot, for 
example.  Because the focus here is physical security, and specifically the protection provided by locks on classroom doors, the FBI’s 
statistics on active shooter events were used.  A locked classroom door may not have an effect on suicides, targeted shootings, 
accidental discharges, and gunfire outside of the building, but it could have a profound effect during an active shooter event.  Therefore, 
PASS considered the FBI data the most appropriate to use for this comparison. 

The FBI has published data on active-shooter incidents from 2000 to 2020.  To ensure that the calculation reflected the current state of 
school security, the data from 2010 to 2020 was used (view spreadsheet here). 

From the FBI Reports: “The agreed-upon definition of an active shooter by U.S. government agencies 
— including the White House, U.S. Department of Justice/FBI, U.S. Department of Education, and 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security/Federal Emergency Management Agency — is ‘an individual 
actively engaged in killing or attempting to kill people in a confined and populated area,’ Implicit in this 
definition is that the subject’s criminal actions involve the use of firearms.”  

Link - https://www.fbi.gov/about/partnerships/office-of-partner-engagement/active-shooter-resources 

According to the FBI reports, the numbers of active shooter events in all educational buildings 
between 2010 and 2020 are: 

2010 – 6  
2011 – 1  
2012 – 5  
2013 – 5  
2014 – 5  
2015 – 1  



2016 – 3  
2017 – 4  
2018 – 5  
2019 – 3  
2020 – 0  

This is a total of 38 active shooter events in educational buildings over a period of 11 years, or an average of 3.5 events per year. 
~~~ 

It is commonly stated that “school fires don’t happen any more,” but that’s not the case.  Although the last US school fire with a high loss 
of life occurred in 1958, this doesn’t mean that there are no fires in schools.  It means that because of code changes and strong en-
forcement, the school fires that do occur rarely result in fatalities. 
So how many fires occur in educational buildings each year?  According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), between 
2015 and 2019 each year saw an average of 4,677 fires in educational occupancies.  Between 2011 and 2015, NFPA reported an aver-
age of 4,980 fires in educational properties per year.  Taking an average for the period from 2010 to 2020, we can conservatively esti-
mate that approximately 4,800 fires occurred in schools and other education facilities each year. 

~~~ 
If there are 4,800 fires (average) in educational occupancies each year, and an average of 4 active shooter events in schools per year 
(rounded up from 3.5), the calculation to compare the likelihood of each type of event happening is 4,800 fires / 4 active shooter events 
= 1,200. 

According to these figures, it is 1,200 times more likely that a fire will occur in a particular school than an active shooter event.  This 
demonstrates why it is important to consider fire protection, life safety, and egress IN ADDITION TO security in schools. 



What I Learned From CSI - Wood Paneling 
By:  Gary Bergeron, CSI, CCS, GSR Technical Chair  
 
Where else can you find a paint expert, wood movement specialist, air barrier technician, an architect, and a 
mechanical designer in one organization?  You can find these people at your local Construction Specifications 
Institute chapter or CSI Region Conference.  Most of us in the construction industry know about solid wood 
paneling, and its ability to “move” as it expands and contracts with humidity changes.  This was illustrated on a 
recent project.  
 
I was asked to visit a recently completed multimillion-dollar home.  This home included several rooms that were 
surfaced with 8 inch wide planks of tongue and groove poplar wood on the walls and on the vaulted ceiling.  It 

appeared the poplar wood was installed without much wood surface preparation.  The wood planks were installed during the humid 
summer months with a “penny gap” between the planks.  Most of the wood paneling was sanded after it was installed on the wall.  The 
wood paneling was “pickled” after the wood planks were sanded.  According to Kent Kile at PPG Paints, “pickling” is a paint wash 
composed of diluted paint mixed with a solvent.  Since this pickling was only applied to the exposed finished surface, only one side of 
the wood was sealed leaving the remaining surfaces to absorb and release moisture.  Margaret Fisher of the Architectural Woodwork 
Institute (AWI) said that all surfaces of wood paneling should have been prepped prior to installation or it would absorb moisture like a 
sponge and the owner could expect shrinkage and swelling.  Due to the humidity fluctuations, some of the wooden column wraps were 
also splitting where the wood was edge glued.  Some of the false front cabinet drawers were cracking in one room.  Further 
investigation revealed the drawer boxes were fabricated or installed approximately 1/8 inch too short.  Thin silicone bumpers were 
applied to the drawer boxes then false fronts were screwed to the drawer box.  Six screws were installed in the rail, stile, and floating 
panel of the false front.  This installation method prevented the floating 
panel from moving with humidity changes and caused the wood to crack. 
     
As we entered the attic area, we noticed blown in insulation on the top of 
the dome.  Suzan Jordan with DuPont Tyvek reviewed the photos and 
noted an incomplete air barrier in this location.  There were several 
eyebrow louvers in the roof plane and some ridge vents.  This allowed the 
exterior humidity to penetrate the attic and occupied space causing 
humidity fluctuations inside the structure.  If the air barrier is not complete, 
the humidity and air flow paths may cause condensation inside the wall or 
ceiling cavity resulting in mold. 

Exterior view 



Cabinet work separated due to 
shrinkage 

Tongue and groove wood paneling 
gap showing unfinished surfaces 

Cabinet drawer false front splitting 

Split edge glued column wrap 



If you are interested in following the Little Rock Chapter, our links are as follows (for Facebook and 
LinkedIn look for the CSI Little Rock Chapter): 

  Website: https://csilittlerock.org    
  Facebook: www.facebook.com 
  LinkedIn:  www.linkedin.com 
 
If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information 
provided by CSI, follow this link to the Institute Website Membership Pages: 
 
For Membership Information: 
https://www.csiresources.org/communities/membership/individual-membership 
 
To Join CSI: 
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/CSIRESOURCES/143a718d-6df6-484a-8a79-
76d79635b741/UploadedImages/PDFs/CSI_MembershipFormFY18.pdf 
 
To See what CSI is all about: 
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/CSIRESOURCES/143a718d-6df6-484a-8a79-
76d79635b741/UploadedImages/CSI_ResourcesCatalogFinalLowRes.pdf 
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If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information provided by CSI, See the slides 
shown from the “Why CSI” presentation  
 
 
 


